
























































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE DEFENCE COMMITTEE

THURSDAY 27 FEBRUARY 2003

Members present:

Mr Bruce George, in the Chair

Mr James Cran Rachel Squire
Jim Knight

Joint Memorandum submitted by the Ministry of Defence and the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce

Introduction

1. The Committee requested a memorandum that updates some of the material that was available to the
previous Committee when it examined the Adaptation of the Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE)
Treaty in 2000, as well as information on the likely implications of the Bill (and ratification of the Adaptation
Agreement) for verification inspections.

2. This memorandum has been prepared jointly by the Ministry of Defence and the Foreign and
Commonwealth OYce.

Background

3. The Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth AVairs has responsibility for the policy relating
to the Agreement onAdaptation of the Conventional ArmedForces in Europe Treaty. The Secretary of State
for Foreign andCommonwealthAVairs also has overall responsibility for the conclusion and implementation
of treaty obligations and responsibility for their application, as appropriate, in Overseas Territories. The
Secretary of State for Defence has responsibility for ensuring that the provisions of the Agreement on the
Adaptation of the CFE Treaty are implemented in relation to the UK’s armed forces.

4. The Agreement on the Adaptation of the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (Adapted
Treaty), signed at the OSCE summit in Istanbul in November 1999, updates the 1990 CFE Treaty to reflect
changes in the European security structure following the end of the Cold War. The CFE Treaty was signed
by NATO andWarsaw Pact member States and limits holdings in five categories of conventional armaments
and equipment1 on an Eastern bloc to Western bloc basis. The Adapted Treaty limits the same categories of
weapon, but replaces the bloc to bloc limits with national and territorial ceilings.

5. The 1991ArmsControl andDisarmament (Inspections)Act implemented certain provisions of the CFE
Treaty and allowed the UK to ratify it. The Arms Control and Disarmament (Inspections) Bill amends the
1991 Act to take into account the new provisions of the Adapted Treaty. It is a short technical bill with
three clauses:

(a) Clause 1 (Schedule 1) provides for the additional rights of entry to private land, which are needed
because of the enhanced inspection regime in the Adapted Treaty, andmakes various consequential
amendments to refer to the Adapted Treaty not the CFE Treaty.

(b) Clause 2 allows for any further amendments concerning inspections under the CFE regime to be
made by Order of Council.

(c) Clause 3 states that the Act will come into force on such a day as the Secretary of State may appoint.
This is because the conditions under which the UK would be able to ratify are not yet in place.

6. The current CFE Treaty includes two types of inspections: the Section VII (Declared site) inspection
and the Section VIII inspection (challenge inspection into a specified area). The Adapted Treaty introduces
a new type of inspection; the Section IX (designated area) inspection which may take place if a State Party
gives notification that its territorial ceiling for weapons limited by the Treaty is temporarily exceeded (for
example by a military exercise).

7. The Arms Control Bill allows for the additional rights of entry to private land that are necessary for
international inspectors to carry out inspections in the UK. The 1991 Act provided for rights of entry to
private land to allow inspectors to carry out challenge inspections to a specified area (Section VIII). But
additional rights of entry are required under the Adapted Treaty to allow inspectors to carry out inspections
of declared sites (Section VII) and the inspection of a designated area (Section IX). Section VII inspections
were part of the 1990CFETreaty but the decisionwas takenwhen drafting the 1991Act that additional rights
of entry were not required for this type of inspection because the sites in question were wholly or mainly
owned by the Ministry of Defence. Since then, however, the involvement of private companies in the

1 Tanks, armoured combat vehicles, artillery, combat aircraft, attack helicopters.
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operation of parts ofmilitary sites has increased to the extent that additional rights of entry are nownecessary.
It would be rare for a Section IX inspection (of a designated area) to take place in the UK, but if it did, the
area in question would be a minimum of 1,000 sq km and would not necessarily be limited to military bases.
Additional rights of entry are therefore required. We are content that granting of these additional rights of
entry is compatible with the European Convention on Human Rights.

8. The general procedures for CFE inspections (undertaken by one State party on the forces of another)
are largely unchanged in the Adapted Treaty. The Adapted Treaty and its enhanced inspection regime can
come into force only when it has been ratified by all States Parties. Up to that point, the 1990 CFE Treaty
and the inspection regime laid out under it remains in force.

Which States Parties have ratified the Adapted Treaty, or set out a clear timetable for doing so?

9. Only two States Parties (Ukraine and Belarus) out of the 30 CFE signatories have ratified the Adapted
Treaty. We are not aware that any other States Parties have plans to do so.

10. Russia has introduced legislation into the Duma and is currently at Committee stage. However there
are no signs that Russia will ratify in the near future.

11. As the CFE Treaty was signed on a bloc to bloc basis between NATO and the Warsaw Pact, NATO
has taken a united position on CFE issues. NATO allies have told Russia that they consider adherence to the
Flank limits2, and to the political commitments to Moldova and Georgia3, to be important steps on the road
to ratification. Allies now consider Russia to be in compliance in the Flank, although continued compliance
will be carefully monitored. But Russia has not fulfilled its commitments to Georgia and Moldova in full.
At the Prague summit in November 2002, Allies urged “swift fulfilment of the outstanding Istanbul
commitments on Georgia and Moldova, which will create the conditions for Allies and others States Parties
to move forward on ratification of the Adapted CFE Treaty”.

What states outside the Treaty have indicated a desire to be covered by the terms of the Adapted Treaty?

12. Croatia has expressed an interest in joining CFE. The four new NATO invitees who are not part of
the current CFE Treaty (Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) have indicated their intention to request
accession to the Adapted Treaty, upon its entry into force. The Adapted Treaty will enter into force when all
existing States Parties have ratified it. Only at this point will new states be able to apply to join. After this,
existing members and states wishing to join would need to agree national and territorial ceilings for Treaty
Limited Equipment (TLE). We hope that when the Adapted Treaty has come into force, all countries in the
European area will become parties to it.

What is the latest position on Russia’s compliance with terms of the CFE Treaty and with its undertakings made
to Georgia and Moldova at the Istanbul OSCE summit in November 1999? This should include details of the level
of Russia’s forces in Georgia and Moldova, and the level of Russian treaty-limited equipment against its Flank
zone limits (including an updated version of the data in Table 2 of the July 2000 report).

13. As part of the Adapted Treaty, signed at Istanbul in 1999, Russia committed itself to reduce its
holdings of conventional armaments and equipment in the Flank region, and, in addition, made political
commitments to Georgia andMoldova (appendices to the Final Act). Russia can be said to be in compliance
with its commitments in the Flank, but has not fulfilled its commitments to Georgia and Moldova in full.

Commitments to Georgia

14. At Istanbul in 1999 Russia made the following commitments to Georgia:

(a) By 31December 2000, to reduce the levels of TLE inGeorgia to 153 battle tanks (BT), 241 armoured
combat vehicles (ACV) and 140 artillery systems.

(b) By December 2000, to withdraw or dispose of all TLE held at the military bases in Vaziani and
Gudauta and the repair facility at Tblisi.

(c) By July 2001, to disband and withdraw from the Russian bases at Vaziani and Gudauta and resolve
their future utilisation.

(d) During 2000 to complete negotiations regarding the duration and modalities of the functioning of
the Russian bases at Batumi and Akhalkalaki and the Russianmilitary facilities within the territory
of Georgia.

2 See Paragraph 25–35.
3 See Paragraph 14–24.
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Progress on Commitments to Georgia

15. Russia reduced the levels of TLE in Georgia to agreed levels by December 2000. As of 1 January 2003,
Russia had 82 BT, 216 ACVs and 140 artillery systems. These forces come under the command of the Group
of Russian Forces in Transcaucasus.

16. Russia’s January 2001 data showed no TLE at Vaziani, Gudauta and the repair facility at Tblisi. These
sites have been removed as declared sites from subsequent data exchanges. However, while it has been
possible to confirm the removal of TLE from Vaziani and Tblisi, verification of Gudauta has proved
problematic. Gudauta is located within the separatist area of Abkhazia and the authorities in Georgia have
said they are unable to guarantee the safety of inspecting teams or to deliver them to Gudauta. An OSCE
team visited Gudauta in June 2002. But this inspection was short and was not carried out according to either
CFE or Vienna Document 99 verification criteria. Georgia has insisted that only an inspection carried out
under these procedures will suYce. A UK inspection team attempted a CFE inspection in June 2001 just
before the oYcial closure of the declared site in Gudauta, but was unable to get there because Georgia was
unable to guarantee their safety. Moreover, while insisting that they would welcome any inspecting team,
Russia argued that the security outside the base is the responsibility of the host government, and refused to
negotiate the security of the inspecting team with the Abkhaz. Consequently, the inspection had to be
aborted.

17. Russia has not listed either Vaziani or Gudauta in its CFE data after January 2001. But while the
Vaziani base was handed over to the Georgian military on 1 July 2001, that at Gudauta remains occupied by
Russian CIS peacekeeping and security troops and has not been handed over to Georgia. As already stated,
inspection at Gudauta has proved diYcult. The legal transfer of the base in Gudauta and the status of the
infrastructure remain subject to negotiation. Russia and Georgia have not been able to agree modalities.

18. Negotiations on the duration and modalities of the functioning of the Russian bases at Batumi and
Akhalkalaki have not been resolved. Russia claims it would take 10 years to remove all its remaining forces
from Georgia and hand over the facilities to the Georgian authorities. Georgia contends that three years is
a reasonable time scale. There were reports in January that some progress had been made on smaller Russian
facilities in Georgia, but expert talks expected at the end of January did not take place and no future talks
have yet been announced.

Political Commitments to Moldova

19. At Istanbul in 1999 Russia made the following commitments to Moldova:

(a) By 31 December 2001, to withdraw and/or destroy Russian conventional armaments and TLE in
Moldova.

(b) By the end of 2002, to withdraw all forces from Moldova.

Progress on Commitments to Moldova

20. Russia completed the withdrawal or destruction of all TLE (108 BTs, 131 ACVs, 125 artillery pieces)
by November 2001.

21. However a stockpile of ammunition and equipment (approximately 42,000 tonnes) remains at
Colbasna, in the separatist area of Transdniestr and Russian forces remain in Transdniestr to guard this
stockpile. Three trainloads of ammunition were removed from Transdniestr in late 2001 but then the
Transdniestrian authorities closed the border and refused to allow further departures. The presence of the
ammunition stockpile is a factor in the Transdniestrian leader Smirnov’s negotiations with the Moldovan
government. Negotiations between Smirnov and Russia to remove the ammunition eventually culminated in
an agreement that trains would be allowed to leave in exchange for cancellation of a gas debt reported worth
around US $100 million.

22. However although train departures started towards the end of 2002, the 31 December deadline
for withdrawal was not met. At the December 2002 OSCE Ministerial at Porto, there was some
acknowledgement that Smirnov’s position was making it diYcult for Russia to fulfil its commitment to
Moldova. Russia’s commitment to the withdrawal of its forces as early as possible and its intention to do so
by December 2003, providing necessary conditions are in place, was welcomed.

23. The OSCE have assessed that a further 102 trainloads (75 for ammunition and 27 for other equipment)
would be required to complete withdrawal. Three trainloads have departed so far this year but these have
contained only equipment and no ammunition. However, the equivalent amount of equipment of a non-
military nature (eg engineering vehicles and field kitchens) is reportedly being given to the Trandniestrians.
It is possible that Russia will destroy some of the ammunition in situ.
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Equipment Levels in Moldova

24. While Russia no longer declares any TLE inMoldova and therefore has no declared sites onMoldovan
territory, it does declare equipment not limited by the Treaty and personnel at four locations within Tiraspol
in Transdniestr under the command of the Operational Group of Russian Forces Dniestr Region Moldova.

The current force levels, based on Russian 2003 CFE Data are as follows:

ACV look-alikes Helicopters
Personnel (not limited) (not limited)

1,777 68 7

Russian Compliance in the Flanks

25. In the CFE Treaty, separate limits for the areas bordering NATO states in the Northern and Southern
regions of the former Soviet Union were included in the overall equipment levels. These areas are known as
the Flank. The original Flank Zone is set out in Article V of the CFE Treaty. At the First Review Conference
held in Vienna inMay 1996 the Flank was revised and part of the original Flank Zone removed. The resulting
Revised Flank, including the areas removed, is shown on the map at Annex A.

26. The first CFE review conference also led to a revision of Russia’s Flank limits to those shown in the
table below. These Revised Flank limits include Russian forces stationed in Armenia, Georgia andMoldova:

Russian Revised Flank Limits

BT ACV Artillery

In Active Units 700 580 1,280
In Designated Permanent Storage Sites (DPSS) 600 800 400

Total 1,300 1,380 1,680

27. Under the Adapted CFE Treaty, the Flank limits apply only to Russian territory and the limits for
ACVs were significantly increased. Although the limits for tanks and artillery do not change, the Designated
Permanent Storage Sites4 (DPSS) are converted to “active” units, thus increasing the “active” ceiling as
shown below:

Russian Territorial Sub-ceilings (or Adapted Flank limits)

BT ACV Artillery

In Active Units 1,300 2,140 1,680
In Designated Permanent Storage Sites (DPSS) 0 0 0

Total 1,300 2,140 1,680

Verification of Russian Flank Holdings

28. Since 2000, in addition to the mandatory annual data exchanges5, NATO has asked Russia to provide
figures for TLE “temporarily located” in the Flank area. (“Temporarily located” TLE is not an additional
category either under the current CFE or the Adapted CFE Treaty; NATO oVsets these figures against
Russia’s total Flank limits). However, verification of “temporarily located” TLE has been very diYcult
because inspections into certain parts of the Flank (specifically Chechnya) have been refused on security
grounds. NATO has asked Russia to provide additional information on the origin of such equipment in
order, to increase transparency and aid verification. But Russia has refused.

29. At the beginning of 2002, NATO started to follow an inspection programme, which targeted units
outside of the Flank known to have had TLE “temporarily located” in the Southern Flank during 2001.
Although this was not fully satisfactory as a means of verification, the inspection regime established that
Russia was unlikely to have TLE “temporarily located” in the Flank in excess of its total Flank limits.

4 DPSS covers equipment held under special CFE storage conditions and was introduced to account for large reserves of
equipment held at the end of the Cold War.

5 Russia is the only CFE State Party required to issue, in addition to the yearly exchange of data as of 1 January, a further
exchange of information in July of each year. This additional exchange covers its Flank holdings only.
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TLE Declared as “Temporarily Located” in the Revised and Adapted Flank

BT ACV Artillery

January 2000 281 1,377 553
January 2001 55 663 193
January 2002 2 185 42
July 2002 2 180 42
January 2003 2 159 41

NATO Assessed figures
July 2002 2 163 22

“Non-Combat Capable” Equipment

30. In the commentary accompanying its January and July Data exchanges, Russia stated that it held BTs
and ACVs at St Petersburg (in Revised and Adapted Flanks) and Kushchevskaya (removed from the Flank)
that were “non-combat capable” and therefore not subject to the Treaty. The definition “non-combat
capable” does not appear in the Treaty; and therefore these BT were deemed to be TLE by NATO and
accountable towards Russia’s Flank limits.

31. While Russia has not retracted the “non-combat capable” label, it instigated a BT reduction
programme so that by July 2002 it had reduced all the “non-combat capable” BT at St Petersburg, in
accordance with criteria laid down in the Treaty.

Russian Compliance with its Adapted Flank Limits

32. FollowingRussia’s gradual removal of TLE “temporarily deployed” in the Southern Flank (see above)
and the final reduction of 11 BT at ST Petersburg, Allies agreed in January 2003 that Russia was compliant
with Adapted Flank limits.

33. However, Russia no longer declares equipment in Designated Permanent Storage Sites (DPSS) but
declares all holdings in active units. ThereforeRussia exceeds theRevised Flank limits under the current CFE
Treaty, but remains within the Adapted CFE ceilings.

34. An updated version of the data provided in Table 2 of the July 2000 report (HC 295, page 28), as
requested by the Committee, is provided below:

Russian Holdings Against CFE Flank Limits as at 1 January 2003:

BT ACV Artillery

Current Treaty Limit Total 1,300 1,380 1,680
(in active units and in DPSS) (700 ! 600) (580 ! 800) (1280 ! 400)
Declared Holdings6 (all in active units) 1,293 2,256 1,608
UKMODAssessment of Holdings (all in active units) 1,163 2,059 1,511
Excess in Declared Holdings "7 876 "72
DiVerence between UK MOD Assessment of "137 679 "169
Holdings and Treaty total limits (in all units)

Russian Holdings Against “Adapted Flank” or Territorial Sub-Ceiling Limits as at 1 January 2003:

BT ACV Artillery

Adapted Treaty Limit (all units) 1,300 2,140 1,680
UK MOD Assessment of Holdings 1,234 2,084 1,511
DiVerence between UK MOD Assessment of "66 "56 "169
Holdings and Treaty total limits

6 These figures do not include numbers of equipment removed from the Original Flank that were included in the 2000 figures.
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When the previous Committee examined the matter, they were told that Russia had refused six verification
inspections (see HC 295, paragraph 39). What has Russia’s performance been since then on refusing inspections?

35. The Russian Federation has never refused a verification inspection notified by the UK. But France,
Germany and Turkey notified Russia for inspections into the North Caucasus Military District. These
inspections were aimed at declared sites in Chechnya and were turned down by Russia on security grounds.
This is in line with Treaty provisions as the inspected State is responsible for ensuring the safety of the
inspection team (Protocol on Inspection, Section VI, Paragraph 7), which Russia declared they could not
provide. Otherwise, Inspections pursuant to Section VII can not be refused.

How many inspections has the UK hosted in the last two years, and what has been the nature/scale of these?

36. The UK has hosted a total of 12 CFE inspections over the last two years. Six have been in the UK (Op
REBECCA) and six inGermany (Op SHANDAGAN). The following provides the details of these inspection
activities:

Inspecting
Operation Inspecteded OOV State Party Time

REBECCA 1/01 1. RAF Coltishall Russian 26-29 Mar 01
2. RAF Lakenheath (US) Federation
3. 100 Regt RA(TA), London

REBECCA 2/01 1. DSDC Ashchurch Ukraine 23-27 Apr 01
2. DSDC Donnington

SHANDAGAN 1/01 1. QRL, Osnabrueck Belarus 23-28 Apr 01
2. 1 RRF, Celle

SHANDAGAN 2/01 1. QRL, Osnabrueck Russian 25-28 Jun 01
2. 21 Engr Regt, Osnabrueck Federation

REBECCA 3/01 1. 2 PWRR, Aldershot Russian 02-07 Jul 01
2. Welsh Guards, Aldershot Federation
3. SAAVn, Middle Wallop

SHANDAGAN 3/01 1. 1 RRF, Celle Slovak Republic 08-11 Oct 01

REBECCA 1/02 1. RAC Trg Regt, Bovington Russian 14-18 Jan 02
2. KRH, Tidworth Federation

SHANDAGAN 1/02 1. RDG, Munster Russian 24-29 Mar 02
2. 26 Regt RA, Gutersloh Federation
3. 2 RGJ, Paderborn

SHANDAGAN 2/02 1. 2 LI, Paderborn Belarus 17-20 Jun 02

SHANDAGAN 3/02 1. 1 RRW, Paderborn Ukraine 19-21 Jun 02

REBECCA 2/02 1. RAF Lossiemouth Russian 19-23 Aug 02
2. RAF Leuchars Federation
3. 105 Regt RA (V)

REBECCA 3/02 1. SAAVn, Middle Wallop Russian 08-12 Dec 02
2. HCR, Windsor Federation

Under the terms of the Adapted Treaty, how many inspections might the UK be liable to host (of each of the
three types under the Agreement)? If diVerent, how many does the UK actually expect to host once the Adapted
Treaty is ratified?

37. The number of inspections the UK will have to accept annually under the terms of the Adapted CFE
Treaty under Sections VII and VIII is calculated on the basis of the number of Objects of Verification (OOV).
Currently the UK declares 119 OOVs. Their breakdown and the resulting annual inspection liability for both
the current CFE Treaty and the Adapted Treaty is as follows:
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Number Liability under current Liability under Adapted
Location of OOVs CFE Treaty CFE Treaty

Sect VII Sect VIII7 Sect VII Sect VIII7

UK (including Northern Ireland, 88 13 3 18 4
Cyprus and Gibraltar)
Germany 31 5 0 6 0

Total 119 18 3 24 4

38. The UK would only have a liability to host an inspection under the new Section IX of the Adapted
Treaty if the UK territorial ceiling was temporarily exceeded, for example as a result of a military exercise on
the territory of the UK. There is no annual liability for Section IX inspections.

39. Historically, on average, about 45% of the inspection liability in the UK has been taken up. In recent
years, all the inspection possibilities on UK stationed forces in Germany are used. As 25% of the inspection
liability under the Adapted CFE treaty is at the inspecting State’s expense, we assume the number of
inspection activities on UK’s armed forces will not increase.

How many “declared sites” would there be in the UK for the purposes of possible Section VII inspections? The
Committee would welcome an indication of the range of scale and type of sites that might be involved, as well as
an indication of how many would encompass private property/land.

40. There are 75 declared sites (DS) on UK territory8 and an additional 19 occupied by UK Armed
Forces stationed in Germany. All these sites are liable to host Section VII inspections. The breakdown is
as follows:

Serial Location Army Sites RAF Sites Total Sites

1. UK Mainland 56 14 70
2 Northern Ireland 1 1 2
3 Cyprus 2 0 2
4 Gibraltar 1 0 1
5 Total UK 60 15 75
6 Germany 19 0 19

7 Total 79 15 94

41. The term “declared site” (DS) means a facility or precisely delineated geographic location which
contains one or more “objects of verification” (OOV). Regularly, OOVs are the units holding TLE within an
airfield or barracks. The breakdown of single/multiple OOV sites of the 94 DS is as follows:

Serial Location Number of OOVs in a DS Total Sites
1 2 3 4 6

1 UK Mainland 63 4 2 1 70
2 Northern Ireland 2 2
3 Cyprus 1 1 2
4 Gibraltar 1 1
5 Total UK 67 5 2 1 75
6 Germany 13 3 1 2 19

7 Total 80 8 3 2 1 94

42. All Declared Sites are on MoD land but additional rights of entry are required to these sites
because some have civilian organisations in them where a contractor leases or hires an area or building.
Ownership of this land remains with MoD but entry may be required to some of these privately leased
premises. During CFE Section VII inspections, all doors to buildings, portacabins, containers etc wider than
2 metres must be able to be opened to allow the inspection team to verify that they do not contain Treaty
limited equipment.

7 The liability to host inspections under Section VIII is included in the overall liability under Section VII inspections for both the
current and the Adapted CFE Treaty.

8 Under the provisions of the CFE Treaty this includes Gibraltar and the Sovereign Base Areas in Cyprus.
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Examination of Witnesses

Dr Bryan Wells, Director of Proliferation and Arms Control Secretariat, MoD, Colonel Philip Rouse,
Assistant Director of Proliferation and Arms Control Secretariat, MoD, and Ms Kate Smith, Deputy
Head of Security Policy Department, FCO, examined.

Chairman: Thank you for coming. You may statements in the final Act. We believe it is right that
we should adopt the same criteria for other Memberwonder why. The explanation is, as we are a

legislature shorn of most powers bestowed upon States. Consequently,NATOhave been able tomake
other committees, we have no role formally in the this agreement in January this year.
legislative process. To substitute for this appalling

5. It is a perfectly honourable position to say thatinadequacy in our rules, we have decided over recent
you want to move forward and therefore you areyears to scrutinise legislation whether we have any
relaxing your position. I just want to make it clearpower or not. This is an important piece of
that you are relaxing your position fromwhere it waslegislation, particularly interesting for me as I am
in 1999.president of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly and
(Dr Wells) We have not altered our position. Theone of the four people in the country who has ever

Foreign Secretary made clear when he signed theheard of Gadauta airbase, upon which you will have
Istanbul commitment that the timing of ratificationvery detailed questions. This is significant for us, for
depended upon the level of all parties’ compliancetheOSCE and for relations withRussia andGeorgia,
with the limits that had been agreed at Istanbul andetc. Thank you for giving us your time and expertise.
that remains the position.

6. Has Russia continued to refuse inspections of its
Jim Knight forces? You talked about verification but, as I

understand it, they are obliged under the CFETreaty1. When the adaptation agreement was signed in
to allow inspections. Are they allowing those to go1999, theGovernment made it clear that it would not
ahead or are they refusing them?ratify it until Russia complied with its treaty
(Dr Wells) There are examples where inspectionsobligations. Yourmemorandum, for whichwe thank

have been refused. France, Germany and Turkeyyou, indicated that Russia still has too many
have all requested inspections in Chechnya and thosearmoured combat vehicles in the flank zone. Have
have been refused on security grounds.they indicated if or when they might bring these into

line with their obligations under the CFE Treaty, as
it currently stands?
(Dr Wells) The verification of the numbers in the

Chairmanflank zones is something that NATO has looked at
very carefully. Since 2000, it has been able to 7. From the agreement in 1991 in Istanbul, doesundertake verification in the flanks. The position in one distinguish between tanks held by the army andChechnya is diYcult because it has not been possible tanks held by interior forces or the militia? Is a tankto undertake proper verification there. There are a tank a tank, whoever drives it and owns it?uncertainties in the numbers there but taking the

(Dr Wells) The tank is defined as treaty limitedflanks in the round NATO has come to the judgment
equipment irrespective of ownership.that Russia is in compliance with the flank limits
(Colonel Rouse) In Russia’s data exchange, theyunder the adapted treaty and we are now looking to

produce details of the number of tanks they have butmove forward. We are trying to push on compliance
they also provide supplementary information on theon the Istanbul commitment so that all states’ parties
number of tanks and other treaty limited equipmentcan move ahead and ratify. That is why NATO has
in, for example, naval infantry and coastal defenceattached importance to compliance by Russia of the
forces, so they supplement their mandatory datanew limits in the flanks.
exchange requirements with additional information.

2. You said they were satisfied with the adapted
8. You said that they refused access for inspectionstreaty but youwould agree that it has toomany in the

on security grounds. How does the treaty or theflank zones for the existing CFE Treaty?
Istanbul agreement describe security grounds?(Dr Wells) That is the position, yes.
(Dr Wells) There are a number of provisions laid

3. Is it theGovernment’s intention that theUKwill out in the treaty that provide states to refuse
ratify the adaptation agreement while Russia still inspections, by exception. One of them is force
breaches its obligation under the existing treaty? majeure. If the host state feels it is not possible to
(Dr Wells) Because we wish to move forward. undertake an inspection for circumstances outside its

own control, security could be one of those or indeed4. Is that a relaxation of the UK policy on
in some parts of Europe adverse weather mightratification as announced immediately after it was
prevent an inspection team getting to a site. There aresigned in 1999?
other provisions. For example, the operational(Dr Wells) With respect, it is not. The UK has
security of deployed forces or inspections whichadopted along with NATO an alliance-wide position
might touch on particularly sensitive sites. These areon ratification. We believe it is important to comply
provisions that are set out in the treaty that can allowwith the new limits that were agreed at Istanbul and
a state to refuse an inspection. As we all recognise,with the political statements that were made in the
the fundamental principle of this treaty isfinal Act at Istanbul. All NATO allies are now in

compliance with the adaptedCFE limits andwith the transparency between all Member States and
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[Chairman Cont]
consequently discretion is exercised by all states They would not need to be in Abkhazia other than

the air base. Is this a plausible explanation or is thiswhen refusing inspections and they are verymuch the
exception. just an excuse that they are giving?

(Ms Smith) There are security concerns that we all
9. How many times can you recall when anybody share about going into that area but the fact remains

has declined an inspection? that Russia has not been able to give that
(Dr Wells) The UK has never refused an commitment.

inspection.
15. What have we said about it? Have we accepted

10. We do not have very many tanks, do we, to that explanation?
inspect? They could do that in half a morning, I (Ms Smith) I think we have had to accept it but we
would have thought. continue to talk to the Russians about ways to go
(Dr Wells) Last year, Ukraine did request an forward on these problems at the remaining bases

inspection which exceeded the quota so we judged and we will continue to raise these issues in bilateral
that that was not a legitimate request. Russia has dialogue with them.
refused inspections six times since 1991. Chairman: That is a good answer from your
(Colonel Rouse) Plus the three in Chechnya. perspective but not the complete answer.
11. When you go back to the oYce at some stage,

could you check your figures to make sure that they
are right? Jim Knight(Dr Wells) Of course.

16. What section are those inspections under in
12. I was at the Istanbul Summit and I can recall the Act?

waiting a number of hours for the comunique to be (Colonel Rouse) That would be under section VIIissued because Georgia were playing quite a strong of the Act, a “declared” site inspection.game and wished for concessions. At that summit, as
I recall, there were obligations imposed upon Russia 17. The understanding I have is that section VII
to withdraw their forces from a number of air force inspections cannot be refused and sectionVIII can be
bases in what I believe legally is Georgia and one in refused if there are force majeure, poor weather or
Abkhazia. Can you tell me what you believe the other practical problems for the host. Are they
present situation is about the status of the Russian refusing them or are you taking a balance of risk
agreement to withdraw? Are the OSCE, the Foreign judgment on their advice?
OYce or any other parties involved satisfied that (Ms Smith)Myunderstanding is that they refuse to
Russia has adhered to the obligations imposed guarantee the safety of inspectors and therefore it has
upon it? not been possible.
(Dr Wells) I will start by outlining the position on (Colonel Rouse) The security of the inspecting

the Istanbul commitments made by Russia in respect teams applies equally to section VIII and to section
of Georgia in the round. There were four VII. The inspected state could deny an inspection on
commitments that Russia made to Georgia. The first security grounds for section VII as well as section
was to reduce treaty limited equipment to specified VIII.
levels by December 2000. That has been done. The

18. Does that apply to all sections?second commitment was to withdraw or dispose of
(Colonel Rouse) I believe so, yes.treaty limited equipment at the bases in Vaziani,

Gudauta and also the repair facility at Tblisi by
December 2000. Russia had declared that it had
complied with this and this has been verified in the

Chairmancase of Vaziani and Tblisi but it has not been possible
to verify that at Gudauta. 19. Howdowe see the status of Abkhazia?Do they

have any rights as a state to forbid inspections or13. Why?
to have any influence on OSCE decisions or(Ms Smith) The problem with the verification of
agreements?Gudauta is essentially to do with the security
(Ms Smith) They are not a state party to OSCE orinspection teams. Neither Georgia nor Russia has

to the treaty, so they would not have any status.been able to guarantee the security of inspection
(Dr Wells) We have looked at the first two of theteams to Gudauta so there has not been a possibility

commitments that Russia made to Georgia atfor an inspection that can verify that.
Istanbul. The third commitment concerns Vaziani
and Gudauta and that was the commitment to14. I can understand why Georgia cannot

guarantee inspection in Abkhazia but I am a little disband or withdraw from Vaziani andGudauta and
resolve the issue of the further use of those bases byintrigued why Russia cannot because Russia has

exceptionally good relations with Abkhazia, July 2001. Vaziani has been handed over to the
Georgian authorities on time, but the transfer andincluding the issuing it is alleged, of Russian

passports to citizens of Georgia who reside in status of Gudauta are still under negotiation. That
commitment has not been fulfilled. The finalAbkhazia. Let me rephrase that: to people living in

Abkhazia who do not accept they are part of commitment was that during the year 2000 Russia
would complete negotiations on the duration ofGeorgia. Why cannot Russia guarantee that an

inspection team should be allowed on those air bases modalities of the use of Batumi and Akhalkalaki
bases and the military facilities at Georgia and thisto ascertain whether they are compliant with that

Istanbul agreement? People could be helicoptered in. commitment also has not yet been resolved.
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20. Could you hazard a guess as to why Russia 26. Are you in a position to comment more

politically, to give us a perspective of the situationreally is being diYcult with Gudauta? I hear
between Russia, Transdniestr and Moldova? Canarguments from a variety of sides. One is they simply
you explain more fully why it might aVect what wedo not want to give up this facility for one reason
are talking about? Can you see any resolution of theor another. Therefore, they are using what
problems? What are we doing by way of trying tomethodologies they wish in order to remain. How do
minimise the problems or bring about some sort ofyou perceive the Russian intentions on that air base?
solution?(Ms Smith) We see it very much in the context of
(Ms Smith) I am not an expert on Moldova but Ithe overall nexus of bilateral relations between

can talk broadly about what the United Kingdom isRussia and Georgia. There are a lot of outstanding
doing. We have been working very actively with theproblems between the two countries. The issues of
OSCE and the EU towards trying to find a resolutionthe bases have become wrapped up in all of those
to that problem, particularly on bringing pressure toissues and are seen as bargaining chips on both sides.
bear on the Transdniestrian leadership. I think todayThat has complicated the progress towards
the Justice and Home AVairs Council in the EUfulfilment of the commitments.
is due to sign oV travel restrictions on the

21. We must know what aircraft are there. I would Transdniestrian leadership. We are taking forward
be amazed if satellite imagery is not able to tell at the issue in a number of other contexts as well.
least one of the participants of NATO and the OSCE

27. Is there any anxiety that somebody might useexactly how many and what type of aircraft are
the issues that we have been talking about inoperating from Gudauta. I would not expect you to
Georgia, Abkhazia, Moldova or Transdniestr tocomment on that but it does seem to me a pretty
block anything that we have been talking about?Willimplausible argument that they are using of security
there be diYculties, not in ratification in this countryas the main pretext for avoiding any inspections.
and passing legislation but in the OSCE? Have youMoving on to Moldova, what can you do to avoid a
had any indications? The OSCE operates on aratification of the adaptation agreement being held
consensual basis where anyone in Belarus orhostage by local diVerences between Russia and its
Moldova could play hard ball with this. Have youneighbours in Moldova?
had any indications of threats to delay the whole(Dr Wells) I will start again by outlining what the
process?Istanbul commitments are. Russia made two
(Ms Smith) Not that I am aware of. The fulfilmentcommitments to Moldova in the final Act at

of the Istanbul commitments is an issue in all states’Istanbul. The first was to withdraw or destroy
parties ratification processes but other than that I amRussian conventional armaments and treaty limited
not aware of anything.equipment by December 2001. The destruction and
Chairman: Obstreperous behaviour on the OSCEwithdrawal of the treaty limited equipment was

will not necessarily be confined to the issue at hand.completed in November 2001 so that has been done,
It could be directed at any issue at hand.but there remains a stockpile of ammunition and

other equipment at Colbasna in Transdniestr. The
second commitment was to withdraw all forces by
the end of 2002. That deadline has passed and the Rachel Squire
withdrawal has not been completed but Russia has

28. We will come on to the detail of the Armsnow committed to that withdrawal by the end of
Control Bill later but its main purpose seems to be to2003.
make the changes in legislation needed to allow the

22. What forces do they have there? UK to ratify the adaptation agreement. When do
(Colonel Rouse) They have, I believe, slightly in you envisage the UK ratifying the agreement,

excess of 2,000 infantry guarding the stockpile of particularly given that so far only two other countries
ammunition and equipment. have done so, Ukraine and Belarus? You need all 30

CFE signatories to put it into force?23. Any heavy equipment?
(Dr Wells) Yes. All 30 need to ratify the treaty(Colonel Rouse) No.

before it enters into force. There has been progress
made over the last three years since Istanbul in24. Any heavy military equipment?
moving towards ratification. All NATO allies are in(Colonel Rouse) Engineering type equipment but
compliance with the adapted limits and with theno treaty limited equipment.
Final Act of Istanbul. NATO has now agreed that

25. What is the government of Moldova saying Russia is in compliance with the adapted flank limits
about this in terms of Transdniestr and where that and it is in the process of verifying compliance of the
fits in? other states parties to the adapted limits and the
(Ms Smith) The Russian troops and ammunition Final Act. Essentially, the remaining issue is the

that remain in Transdniestr are one of the principal outstanding commitments to Moldova and Georgia
problems in the relationship between Moldova and that we have already discussed. NATO has adopted
Russia on the whole issue of Transdniestr and it is the a common position on this. We are making alliance
Moldovan government’s position that Russia must statements, for example, at the Prague summit, on
withdraw them. At the OSCE summit in Porto in the importance of meeting those commitments to
December last year, the OSCE agreed to give Russia allow all states parties to move swiftly to ratification.
an extension to the end of this year, which Russia We are emphasising that the adapted treaty is a good
agreed to subject to the right conditions being there one for all states parties. It enhances transparency on

a number of fronts so we hope that all states partiesfor them to complete the withdrawal.
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can see the benefits in moving swiftly through the 34. The treaty has been working well now for 12

years and relations are infinitely better now than theymeeting of the Istanbul commitments so that we can
get this treaty ratified and into force. were when it was signed originally. Whilst it is

important for us to ratify, no government needs to
29. You sound as though you are making every ratify at break neck speed. We need to be careful to

eVort to dovetail the UK’s timetable with that of see if anybody is trying to exploit any domestic,
other states. It is not that we are streets ahead and political diYculty they have, in which case it might be
everybody else is still at the starting point. more diYcult. In terms of numbers, how many have
(Dr Wells) Although noNATOally has yet ratified to ratify before it becomes operational?

the treaty—you said that Ukraine and Belarus have (Dr Wells) It is all.
indeed ratified—in January of this year Poland and (Ms Smith) That means Moldova and Georgia
Germany told us that they were considering ways of also have to ratify. There is not much point in others
introducing legislation so that they would be in a going ahead if they are still reluctant because of the
position to ratify swiftly once conditions were met. outstanding commitment issues.
That is very much the position that the UK is in. Chairman: I am really glad the OSCE

parliamentary assembly allowed Belarus back into30. Can you tell us what the attitude of the United
the assembly; otherwise Belarus might have playedStates is towards ratification?
dirty pool.(Ms Smith) The United States takes a very similar

position to ourselves, that ratificationmust be seen in
the context of consistency with the Istanbul

Rachel Squirecommitments. That is the NATO position to which
we are all signed up. 35. The reasonwe are going ahead and introducing

this Bill before others have ratified it is because we
31. That sounds like a very diplomatic answer. The think the adaptation agreement has real benefit?

United States is somewhat choosy about which (Dr Wells) Yes. Once we reach the judgment thattreaties it ratifies and which it does not. The United the Istanbul commitments have beenmet, we want toStates is not known for swift ratification of treaties be in a position to ratify as quickly as we can.and agreements. I am asking for a little more
clarification on just what their attitude is.
(Dr Wells) The United States is a signatory of Chairman

Istanbul. It is a member of the NATO alliance which
36. On the question of NATO doing a dealhas agreed the statements on the importance of

amongst itself, is there a public document? You didmeeting Istanbul commitments to allow swift
mention the agreements and documents in Prague.ratification. As with all other states parties, the
Could we have a look at any documents agreedUnited States gets a good deal out of the adapted
within NATO about the pace and the content of anytreaty: enhanced transparency of troop deployments,
ratification of this update?of holdings of treaty limited equipment. And I think
(Dr Wells) We can certainly undertake to doit is worth remembering that there are no inspections

that, yes.on the land of the United States.
Chairman: If it is sensitive, we do have facilities to

keep those documents under close supervision.

Jim Knight
Mr Cran

32. You would be confident that, at the point at
37. I wonder if I can come on now to thewhich we are ready to sign it, they would sign it?

adaptation agreement which may be signed in the(Dr Wells) I cannot deliver the United States for light of this Bill at some point in the future. Theyou. I can merely say that they get a good deal out question arises in our minds as a Committee, howof it. Parliament fits into this particular process, because
the last time this occurred in February 2000 in
relation to the 1999 adaptation agreement some
device was cobbled together that allowed us toChairman
consider the adaptation agreement. What would

33. The US Senate does not necessarily have views happen this time, particularly if quite a period of time
that are coterminous with those of the US elapses between the Bill and the signing of the
administration. If they wish to play diYcult they will adaptation agreement?
play diYcult and much of this could be caught up in (Dr Wells) Clause Three of the Bill provides that
the post-Iraq crisis, as to whether the US thinks the the substantive provisions of the Act will come into
Russians have been behaving properly. This is force on such a date as the Secretary of State appoints
something which is a complicated factor. Is there any by statutory instrument. It is standard practice for
urgency? If it goes on for two years, is anybody going commencement orders for Bills that there will be no
to have any sleepless nights over delaying formal requirement for parliamentary proceedings
ratification? on that statutory instrument, but I recognise that if

there is a significant passage of time we would need(Dr Wells) It is fair to say that whilst ratification is
still pending we have the current CFE treaty which to consider that. Although it is a matter for the

Committee, it would be open to the Committee todoes allow inspections so we can continue to inspect
and verify holdings of treaty limited equipment. It is call for further evidence at that point. It would also

be open to ministers, subject to pressures of thejust that the adapted treaty is better.
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parliamentary timetable, to make time for a debate Rachel Squire
when we have reached the point when we want to 45. Picking up on some of your comments about
move ahead and ratify. That would be a matter for NATO, can you first of all say what are the prospects
ministers and business managers at the time. of the adapted treaty being extended to cover the

countries of the Balkans and the Baltics?38. Those were very carefully chosen words. Is
(Dr Wells) One of the benefits of the adapted treatythere a clear commitment there that when an

is that it does provide for new members to join theadaptation agreement is going to be signed theHouse
treaty provisions. First of all, wemust get complianceof Commons would be consulted or that Parliament
to the Istanbul commitments. Then the existing 30would be consulted?
Member States can ratify the new treaty and the(Dr Wells) The Secretary of State can appoint the
treaty can enter into force. Then we can start today of entry into force by statutory instrument
consider collectively any applicants who wish to joinand there is no requirement for parliamentary
the adapted treaty. The Baltic states have indicatedproceedings.
that they would wish to join the treaty and thereChairman: Unlike the European Union
would have to be a negotiation between the countriesagreements.
individually and the existing 30 Member States on
national ceilings to treaty limited equipment and
territorial ceilings. There is quite a process to goMr Cran through but we do recognise that this provision in the

39. You did indicate that it would be open to adapted treaty to bring on members is very
ministers to make the time available if they so chose? attractive.
(Dr Wells) It would be open and that would be a 46. Was there discussion with the applicants to

matter for ministers and business managers at the NATO from the Balkans and the Baltic states prior
time. to confirmation of whowas going to be invited to join
Mr Cran: So we have no commitment there, have at the Prague summit?

we? (Dr Wells) NATO has consistently said that there
Chairman: It is very much up to us. We have is no linkage between enlargement of the alliance and

interposed ourselves in the process on a number of membership of the CFE or adapted CFE because
occasions and there is no reasonwe should not again. that would in eVect give a power of veto to non-

NATO members in terms of NATO membership.
Consequently, there is no linkage between
membership of the alliance or of the treaty.Mr Cran

47. It sounds as though those countries like40. The second part of the Bill it seems allows for
Romania, Bulgaria and the Baltic states will now beany further amendments to the CFE treaty to be
part of the process of working towards their finalimplemented by secondary legislation. Am I correct
membership.about that? Secondly, does that not also limit the
(Dr Wells) Romania and Bulgaria are alreadyability of the House of Commons or Parliament

members of the current CFE treaty. The position isgenerally to consider the amendments?
really in relation to the three Baltic states. It would(Ms Smith) Yes, you are right. Clause Two allows
be beneficial for theBaltic states to bemembers of thefurther amendments relating to inspections to be
adapted CFE treaty in its own right because of thecarried out by Order in Council. In the House of
transparency that that would provide on the use ofLords we sent a memorandum on this to the
treaty limited equipment in that area. That would beDelegated Powers and Regulatory Committee and
of benefit to all Member States.their reply concluded: “In view of the limited nature

of the power and the fact that it would be subject to 48. How would further, additional countries be
aYrmative procedure, we consider that this level of accommodated in the adapted treaty? Would their
delegation and control is appropriate.” equipment ceilings have to be taken from those of the

existing parties?41. All opposition in the House of Lords
(Colonel Rouse) The equipment ceilings of newdissipated?

states joining the adapted CFE treaty would have to(Ms Smith) Yes.
be negotiated by the adapted CFE treaty members

42. Why was it that FCO ministers were not with the joining states at the time. A judgment would
originally able to put the human rights certificate on be made about the ceilings and the limits of the
the Bill? I understand it was subsequently rectified various categories of equipment, based on
but why did that occur? circumstances at the time. It will be done on a case by
(Ms Smith) As far as I am aware, I think it was just case basis as each state joins the adapted CFE treaty.

a procedural matter. It was not a problem with the
substance at all.

Jim Knight43. No malice aforethought?
49. Was there any consideration given to some(Ms Smith) No.

kind of sunset clause or a requirement to renew the
legislation in someway because of the possibility that
this could drag on for ever? It is an internationalChairman
treaty and perhaps we should make sure that it is

44. Would you check that out for us? properly scrutinised if time has dragged on for so
long. I wondered if there was any consideration(Ms Smith) Certainly.
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given, when you were putting the Bill together, to That is our total liability. It is fair to say that that

liability has not been taken up to the full in the UKsomekind ofmechanism that allows the legislation to
form a renewal requirement so that we can enshrine in recent years, although it has been in Germany.
on the face of the Bill the guarantee that we can have 52. Why has it not been taken up here? Is that
another look at it if too much time has elapsed. because there is nothing to worry about?
(Ms Smith) The consideration that we had to bear (Dr Wells) I would expect that Member States’

in mind was about the outstanding Istanbul priorities are on verifications elsewhere in the CFE
commitments. The position is that we would like to area.
see these commitments fulfilled in full as agreed at

53. Is Germany the only one you can think ofIstanbul in 1999. The basis for that is the principle of
where they have been fully taken up?host nation consent and that is what is really
(Dr Wells) For the UK forces, that is correct, yes.important to us and why we have attached so much

emphasis to the fulfilment of those commitments.
Should there come a time when Russia and the two

Chairmanstates concerned,Georgia andMoldova, can come to
an agreement which respects that principle but 54. Who do they report to when they have
perhaps is not to the letter of the commitments completed an inspection if they wish to complain?
agreed at Istanbul, we would consider favourable (Colonel Rouse) When the inspection takes place,
ratification in that situation. It is because we cannot they produce a report and that report is then filed
envisage exactly what those circumstances might be with the OSCE at the Joint Consultative Group. If
that we could not set out precisely what would trigger there was a complaint or a query, it would be raised
ratification. at the Joint Consultative Group in Vienna.
50. Let us say it is 10 or 15 years hence. This 55. How many times has that process been

legislation is on the statute books. We achieve a activated and what happens afterwards? Is it just a
position whereby we can ratify it but it is a long time slap on the wrist or do they have to explain why the
since Parliament had a look at it and it may be that treaty limited items have suddenly appeared?
Parliament would think it is worth having something (Colonel Rouse) To my knowledge, it happens
on the Bill that allows us to have certainty that the relatively frequently that there is an observation of
minister has to come back and test opinion in some sort. It is normally a fairly minor observation,
Parliament. something to do, for example, with denial by the
(Ms Smith) I would have thought that if that sort inspected state on the use of photography or some

of period of time had elapsed that would be more minor infringement of the treaty protocol. To my
reason for ministers to consider it favourably. knowledge, recently there has not been a major

objection resulting from either a section VII or a51. In terms of inspection obligations currently for
section VIII inspection.us, under the CFE treaty states are already liable to

host inspections. Can you tell us a little about what
sort of burden it is for the MoD and other agencies

Jim Knightwhen we host an inspection here in the UK and how
closely do the inspectors look? How disruptive are 56. I have scan read the protocol. You are
they and so on? informed by an inspecting state that they want to
(Dr Wells) Under the current CFE treaty, have a look. They let you know who is coming and

inspections come in two sorts, a section VII you facilitate the visit, give them a helicopter if they
inspection of a declared site and a section VIII need one and they come and take some photographs
inspection, which is called a challenge inspection. and poke their noses around?
Under a section VII or a declared site inspection, a (Colonel Rouse) It is a little more formal than that
declared site is a site that is declared by states parties but broadly speaking yes. They have to give us a
that contains one or more Objects of Verification, as minimum of 36 hours’ notice before they come.
we term it. The site could be a garrison, a barracks, There are quite strict point of entry regulations and
an air base or depot that contains treaty limited there is a strict protocol in terms of getting the
equipment. Under a section VII inspection, there is a inspection underway. Before they arrive, we do not
team of nine inspectors and it can last up to 10 days know where they want to inspect. That is only
during which the inspection team, which can in turn announced at the time of their arrival. Under the
be divided into three sub-teams, can conduct a series treaty, we have six hours to prepare the site for their
of declared site inspections. Each of these declared inspection. They go along; they do the inspection
site inspections may last up to 48 hours and can be within the time frame described byDrWells and then
undertaken from the ground or the air. The section they produce their report.
VIII or challenge inspection is an inspection within a 57. They can look at anything?specified area on the territory of a states’ party to a (Dr Wells) Subject to the caveats that I mentionedmaximum size of 65 square kilometres. Specified area earlier about where inspections could be refused forinspections can last no longer than 24 hours. Any force majeure or for sensitive site reasons, yes.declared sites that are within the specified area are

58. The MoD can cope with the current level ofspecifically excluded from the inspection. In terms of
inspection because they are not fulfilling all 21 thatour liability to host such inspections, we declare a
they could do, but it is not an undue burden on youtotal of 119 Objects of Verification and we are liable
to go up to the 21?to host inspections of 15% of those Objects of

Verification in any one year. That currently comes to (Dr Wells) It is 18 under the current treaty, of
which three are section VIII inspections.18 inspections of which three can be section VIII.
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maximum of 65 square kilometres and take no moreChairman
than 24 hours. What other constraints are there on59. The time available gives any country ample
another state coming in to do a sectionVIII challengetime to get its iVymaterial well oV site. If they cannot,
inspection, about where they can go and the sites theythere is something wrong with their organisation. Is
can choose?there any way you can get round that or any way you
(Dr Wells) There have been no recent section VIIIcan guard against somebody pulling a fast one by

inspections on the UK. There have been section VIIIshifting a number of tanks if there is an excess? You
inspections inGermany, I believe. Those criteria thatcan get most tanks, bar Challenger Is, a long distance
I have laid out are essentially the criteria that ainside 36 hours.
visiting state must undertake and fulfil together with(Dr Wells) The declared sites that are inspectedwill
various stipulations on the points of entry and so on.have a time of six hours before the inspection1. The

whole philosophy of the CFE treaty is transparency. 65. Do the challenge inspections come aboutIt is also trust. It is a confidence and security building because another state tries to imply that there is somemeasure so we trustMember States. We are verifying non-compliance and therefore asks to visit athe holdings of treaty limited equipment that they particular site to check that out?have already declared.
(Dr Wells) Yes. The issue would be whether there

60. How are the personnel trained to do these was treaty limited equipment outside of the declared
kinds of inspections? sites. A specified area that would be subject to a
(Colonel Rouse) The personnel who escort challenge inspection could be anywhere on the

inbound inspections into this country and undertake territory, but the declared sites would be excluded
the outbound inspections to other states’ parties are from a section VIII inspection. The objective there is
part of the Joint Arms Control Implementation to see whether there is any treaty limited equipment
Group, JACIG, at Henlow. It is a tri-service that is not being held in a declared site.
organisation, 77 strong, I think. They are organised
into four inspecting flights or teams, each of nine 66. On that basis, could they say, for instance, that
strong, each flight or team headed up by a Lieutenant they want to visit Westminster or an inner city area,
Colonel or Wing Commander equivalent. They have as opposed to somewhere like Salisbury Plain, where
a linguistic section as well so they have Russian there is military activity constantly?
speakers there. JACIG is tasked and organised to (Dr Wells) In theory they could do but equally in
undertake both the inbound inspections and the terms of the access they can have they can only enter
outbound inspections. Training takes place at buildings which have doors wider than two metres.
JACIG. They train themselves both on the detail of That clearly limits some of the places that could be
the treaties and also on the protocols and the conduct inspected in inner cities.
of inspections. It has been running for 10 years and Rachel Squire: What is the significance of wider
it works extremely well. They are a very professional than two metres? Is that the smallest size?
organisation. Chairman: I am sure that is going to appear in the
61. What happens if they find something outside next edition of The OYcer!

their treaty responsibilities? If you are looking for
something hidden and suddenly you come across
something and you think this may not be within the
CFE treaty but it must come under some other treaty

Rachel Squirethat we are a signatory to, has that ever cropped up?
(Dr Wells) Tomy knowledge, that has not cropped 67. Is that the smallest size of an armed vehicle?up. If such items were found it could be reported to

(Dr Wells) The thinking behind it is to do withthe appropriate international body that monitored
dimensions of treaty limited equipment, yes.compliance with the relevant treaty.

62. Would they be empowered to do that? 68. In respect to the section VIII regime, have you
(Dr Wells) I believe so. had to exercise your powers? You say there has not

been a section VIII challenge inspection in the UK
for some time but in the past when you have had to

Rachel Squire exercise your powers to insist that private owners
make their land and property available for63. Picking up on the section VIII challenge
inspection—for instance, a private owner could be ainspections, you have already mentioned some of the
company running a dockyard or a workshop orrestrictions and the maximum size of the area has to
private individuals with a large expanse of land—be 65 square kilometres. What is the notice period?
have you ever had to deal with private owners andYou say it has to be 36 hours’ notice for section VII;
how have you managed that?is it the same notice period for section VIII?
(Dr Wells) Under section VIII inspections, the(Dr Wells) Yes, it is.

original Arms Control Bill, the Act of 1991, did64. What constraints are there on other states in
provide for access to private properties in the UK.trying to define the specified areas in the UK that
Inspection teams in the past have confinedthey wish to inspect? You have said it must be a
themselves to military installations in the specified
areas but for all section VIII inspections a police1 Note from Witness: Declared sites are informed six hours oYcer does accompany the escort team with abefore an inspection. A states party will be informed 36
warrant drawn up under the 1991Act should entry tohours in advance that an inspection is taking place on its

territory. private property be required.
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(Colonel Rouse) I do not know the answer to thatChairman
but I do understand that to be normal practice.69. Could that be an MoD policeman or does it

have to be a county constabulary one? 77. But should you not know that? I take entirely
(Colonel Rouse) I think it is normally a county the point you are making which is most, if not all, of

constabulary one. It would not be an MoD the inspections take place in military establishments
policeman, I do not believe. and military land and so on but things are not static.

In future it may well be the case that you could not70. What if the guy says, “I do not want you to
say no and it may well be the case that inspectionslook around my farm”? Maybe a farmer would have
will take place on private land and therefore it seemssomething he does not want the police to look at
right that the individual should know what his or herwhich may not be an item within the CFE treaty. I
rights happen to be and where they are set out andcan imagine all sorts of things.
codified. Are you really telling me you do not know(Dr Wells) The police oYcer is there with a
where they are set out?warrant. The inspecting team would do the
(Colonel Rouse) The training that the JCIG—inspection.
78. No, I want to be clear from you that you do

not know.
Mr Cran (Colonel Rouse) I am saying I am unclear about

where it is laid out.71. I wondered if you could set out in rather more
detail the rights of private owners under the current
regime. You say the police come along with a
warrant. Can an individual refuse?

Chairman(Dr Wells) Under the current Act which has been
passed by Parliament, if an inspection team under a 79. Could you drop us a note?
section VIII inspection does wish to exercise the (Colonel Rouse) Certainly.
treaty rights of inspecting private property, subject to
the size of the door, the policeman has a warrant and
the inspectors are entitled to enter.

Mr Cran72. The private individual has absolutely no rights
at all under these provisions? 80. Sorry, you were going to answer, Dr Wells.
(Dr Wells) I would not have gone so far as to say (Dr Wells) The JACIG oYcers receive training on

they have no rights but— how to fulfil their duties as escort oYcers and the
underlying philosophy of the Treaty is transparency73. If they have rights, please enumerate the ones
but fairness as well, and clearly we would look tothat they do have.
implement the observations within that spirit.(Colonel Rouse) The circumstances under which an

inspecting teammight wish to enter a private owner’s 81. I do not doubt that at all. I feel the rights of the
property are very, very rare. These inspections are individual are being encroached upon inexorably
conducted in the spirit of the treaty and the and therefore their rights should be set out? You are
inspections do take place on military installations going to write a note?
rather than private land.Yes, in theory, an inspecting (Dr Wells) We will.
team could under a Section VIII inspection go into
private land. In practice, these things tend to be 82. Just clear up another thing for me, in relation
handled very sensitively on the ground and if there is to Section VII declared sites, it is my understanding
clearly a situation developing in which a private that the 1991 Act does not oblige private owners to
owner has diYculty with what he or she is being give permission for their land to be trampled over.
asked to do, then the JCIG inspector would take the Have I got it wrong and indeed have our advisers got
appropriate action and if the JCIG inspecting team it wrong?
leader felt that right of access needed to be refused, (Dr Wells) When the 1991 Act was passed it was
then he or she could do so. There is a certain not felt necessary to grant the right of access to
pragmatism. private installations within declared military sites.
74. I do not understand, he or she could do what? 83. Why has that changed?
(Colonel Rouse) Should a situation develop on the (Dr Wells) It has changed because over the years

ground where a private owner objects then the escort private contractors have started to operate within
team leader from JCIG could deny access to the military bases. The land I should emphasise is still
inspecting team and by doing that could possibly MoD landwithin the declared sites but it was felt that
incur an observation by the inspecting team but it this provided the opportunity to put the provisions in
would be within the JCIG escort team leader’s right the Act to allow inspectors, should they wish, to
to do that if he felt that an unwelcome situation inspect those sites that are operated by private
needed to be avoided. contractors.
75. Where is all this set out, that is to say that the 84. Is that not incredibly heavy-handed to put allinspecting oYcer can indeedweigh in on behalf of the this into an Act? Could you not put it into theobjecting private owner? Where is that all set out, in agreement you doubtless have with whatever privatethe Bill? contractors are under your tent, as it were?
(Colonel Rouse) It is not set out in the Bill, no. (Dr Wells) It allows us to make the position clear

in statute.76. Where is it set out?
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85. I understand you aremaking it very clear in the be part of an actual inspection, so they are fully

integrated into the plans for posting for arms controlstatute. All I am saying is it is awfully heavy-handed,
why not do it in agreement with the private inspections.
contractors that you have? 90. You do not have a figure on how many sites
(Dr Wells) That would be an option. If we put it in have got these private contractors?

the Act then it allows comprehensive coverage. (Dr Wells) There are 94 declared sites in theUnited
Chairman: If you are required to object to it, a Kingdom as a whole, 79 Army and 15 RAF.

party of farmers—
91.Within that figure you cannot tell us howmanyMr Cran: I thought your party represented

have got private contractors with whom you have tofarmers.
negotiate?Chairman: After last night I am not sure that we do
(Dr Wells) I have not got those figures.represent them. Rachel?
92. You would be able to let us know?
(Dr Wells) I would.

Rachel Squire 93. Thank you. The negotiations with those
contractors—is there an issue about getting them on86. Like James I take an interest particularly in the
side before the inspections happen or is it all nowlarge expanse of land north of the border known as
going to be put into contract and so on as part of theScotland. The Scottish Parliament has recently
deal you have come to with them?passed a Land Reform Bill which certainly has
(Dr Wells) I am not aware there have ever beencreated a lot of debate about access and so on. Who

any problems. In the majority of cases privatewould be responsible for reviewing the implications
contractors would have taken over from militarythat might have for conducting inspections in the
users and consequently this obligation to hostevent, given that there are so many areas in Scotland
potential inspections would have been on-going.that are testing sites and other MoD facilities or

former MoD facilities? Is that your responsibility or 94. None of them has expressed misgivings about
will you simply wait until someone requests an access and inspections in the past?
inspection in Scotland and then seek advice from the (Dr Wells) I have not been aware of any.
Scottish Executive?

95. How significant in practice then, we have(Dr Wells) TheCFETreaty, being an international
questioned you for some time now, but in practice aretreaty, will cover theUnitedKingdom as awhole and
these changes likely to be for private contractors andso the rights of incoming inspection teams to inspect
so on?in designated sites in Scotland would be exactly the
(Dr Wells) I believe it is important to bear in mindsame as in England and Wales.

that although our liability to host inspections, as I
87. In spite of legislation by the Scottish say, is 18 inspections of Objects of Verification

Parliament aVecting access to Scotland? annually, we have been required to host very few
(Dr Wells) The inspecting team can inspect private inspections and we have given the Committee in our

property subject to the restrictions that are already memorandum the totality of those inspections over
laid out anywhere in the territory of the UK. the last two years and it is not a great deal.

Jim Knight: Thank you.

Jim Knight
Rachel Squire

88. You have consulted the Scottish Executive
96. We have already touched on NATOwhen you were drawing up this Bill?

enlargement and how many former Warsaw Pact(Ms Smith)We can check on that but I am sure the countries are now members of NATO or about todevolved administrations would have been consulted become full members of NATO. Can you say a biton this, yes. more about how the inspection regime has kept pace
89. Sorry to dwell on these issues but I will for a with those shifts and changes?

little bit longer. Unlike the challenge inspections, (Dr Wells) Yes. One of the developments that we
Section VII is about declared sites so you can have seen through the 1990s is something of a
anticipate land ownership and so on because you reduction in inspection activity as a whole and that
know which sites you are talking about. Can you tell has been due really to two things. The first is that the
uswhat sort of private owners are likely to be aVected number of Objects of Verification has reduced in
by Section VII inspections and how many declared Europe and so the percentage liabilities of Member
sites have privately owned or leased properties? States have reduced. In addition, in the context

specifically of NATO enlargement, there is an(Dr Wells) Declared sites are all MoD land at the
moment but there are private contractors who may understanding that NATO allies do not inspect

each other. With the Madrid decisions whichbe operating within a military base. To give you an
example, RAF Shawbury, which has two flying subsequently brought in three new members of the

alliance in 1999 and subsequently the Pragueschools and also an air traYc control centre, has
contractors that provide the support services, that decisions which will further enlarge the alliance, the

number of inspections of NATO allies, for example,provide the aircraft treaty limited equipment and
simulators for the flying schools and the private the United Kingdom will undertake will, in fact,

reduce. One of the ways that we have looked tocontractor there is part of the RAF station’s arms
control plans. They practice for arms control maintain the transparency of the CFE Treaty is that

when the Adapted Treaty comes into force theinspections and they would, if the inspectors wished,
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percentage liability on inspections will increase from Section VII and Section VIII and also in support of

the NATO initiative, to verify whether or not Russia15% of our OOV to 20% to allow us to undertake
is in compliance with its Flank limits, but the exactmore inspections in order to maintain our
figure I cannot give you today but we can providetransparency.
you with a note. Would you also like to have the

97. You said OOV? figure for other NATO allies as well?
(Dr Wells) Objects of Verification.

105. Yes please. Again I think I am correct in
98. Thank you. So really touching on my other saying that in your memorandum you sayRussia has

question, what you say is: it is the case that members refused to provide details of equipment “temporarily
of NATO do not inspect each other? located” in the Flank. Is this because the Adaptation
(Dr Wells) That is correct. Agreement is not yet ratified or is it just non-co-

operation that we had in the past and you would99. So as NATO has expanded that has obviously expect in the future? Why is that?restricted the number of present CFE members who
(Colonel Rouse) A diYcult one. I think possibly itcan go in and inspect another member of the Treaty? is because they are just being awkward, quite frankly,(Dr Wells) That is correct. It is fair also to point it is as simple as that.

out that NATO’s own military planning systems
provide transparency between allies. 106. That is not good enough, come on, we must
Rachel Squire: Thank you. tease out what that means. What we are really trying

to get from you is have you any feel for whether this
non-co-operation is something which we might have
understood in the past but we might not understand

Chairman into the future? Is it going to occur in the future?
(Dr Wells) It is fair to say—100. Following on from that, NATO does not

inspect each other, so does that mean NATO 107. And what are you doing about it?
members who are not part of the integrated military (Dr Wells) Since 2000 NATO allies have been able
structure, or NATO members who are only part of to undertake inspections in the Flank, with the
the political structure now. A purely abstract exception of the position in Chechnya, and NATO
question— has been able to come to an estimate of the Treaty-
(Dr Wells) It is the NATO 19, Chairman, so it limited equipment holdings in Chechnya. So we are

includes all the allies. getting visibility of the Russian holdings of Treaty-
limited equipment in the flank.

101.—A purely hypothetical question; could Rachel Squire: Transparency is still quite some
anybody mount a challenge inspection on Turkey in way away when it comes to Russia’s actual
the event of having items of military equipment in equipment?
preparation for an attack on Iraq?
(Dr Wells) Not all of the territory of Turkey is

covered.
Mr Cran102. What about Incirlik? I am sorry to ask a trick

question. What I am coming to is would that be 108. Just one more question. Has the lack of a
covered by the Treaty? ratified Adaptation Agreement reduced the number
(Dr Wells) I could not say whether Incirlik was of inspections that the UK or any other country has

inside or outside the CFE area. conducted in Chechnya?
Chairman: Could you drop us a note in due course (Dr Wells) Pardon?

because it does raise a relevant question as to the
109. I will read the question again but this time Irights of members of the Treaty to inspect. James?

will read it rather more slowly. Has the lack of a
ratified Adaptation Agreement reduced the number
of inspections that the UK or other countries have
been able to conduct in Chechnya?Mr Cran
(Dr Wells) We have not been able to conduct

103. Moving on to Russia’s equipment holdings in formal CFE inspections in Chechnya because of the
the CFE Treaty Flank zone, how many inspections security situation there. What we have been able to
have been carried out and how many refused since do is to come to an estimate of the holdings of Treaty-
the 1999 Adaptation Agreement? limited equipment there by undertaking inspections
(Dr Wells) We are looking for the figures. of units that are believed to have Treaty-limited
(Colonel Rouse) Carried out by the United equipment in Chechnya but are not themselves based

Kingdom in the Flank? in Chechnya, and by looking at the level of current
holdings we can come to an estimate of the extent of104. By the United Kingdom or other countries Treaty-limited equipment holdings in Chechnya. It is

with which we are associated, you choose your not a formal inspection but it allows us to arrive at
ground. an estimate.
(Colonel Rouse) I do not believe I can give you

today a figure for United Kingdom inspections. 110. Who are you referring to when you use “us”
There have been inspections into the Flank by the and “we”, the United Kingdom or the United

Kingdom and its NATO allies?United Kingdom, both normal inspections under
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(Dr Wells) It has been a programme undertaken by Mr Knight

NATO allies. 111. I just note that in the Bill the Act extends to
Chairman: As a last question, with your diYcult Northern Ireland. Does the current inspection

lives you emerge far better than a group we had 10 regime extend to Northern Ireland? If so, have they
years ago when our Chairman asked very pointedly always been able to go ahead without any problem
how many tanks and aircraft we had in Germany. and have we never had cause to refuse them on
The senior Ministry of Defence witness now retired, grounds of security of numbers and so on?
I will not tell you his name butR J are his initials, said (Colonel Rouse) That is correct. In fact, there was
that he was not at liberty to tell us. Our Chairman an inspection last year into Scotland. The Unit
asked Roger Jackling, and I fully agreed with this: inspected in Scotland was a Royal Artillery unit
“Are we a signatory to the CFE Treaty?” At that which had a deployed sub-unit in Northern Ireland.
moment Mr Jackling knew he had been hooked: . It was a Russian inspection and they chose to go into
“Yes.” “Are we compliant with that Treaty?”: “Yes.” Northern Ireland, and it has happened before. There
“Have we disclosed this information to the Warsaw are procedures in place. Clearly there is a security
Treaty Organisation?”: “Yes.” “Let me get my head angle because we the United Kingdom have a
around this. You have disclosed information to our responsibility to ensure the security of the inspecting
adversaries which you are not prepared to disclose to team. But the answer to your question is, yes, there
aCommittee of theHouse of Commons?” It was very have been inspections to Northern Ireland.
funny but a very serious point and we appreciate you

112. You have never refused one because ofhave been, by the standards of theMoD and Foreign
security grounds?OYce, remarkably forthcoming. Before I finish my
(Colonel Rouse) Not so far as I am aware, no.colleague is anxious to ask one further devastating,
Chairman: Thank you very much.killer question.

Supplementary joint memorandum submitted by the Ministry of Defence and the Foreign and
Commonwealth OYce

What are the grounds under which states can refuse inspections?

1. The grounds under which states may refuse inspections diVers according to the type of inspection.

2. With regard to SectionVII (Declared Site inspections), paragraph 1 of Section VII of the Protocol states
that requests to inspect declared sites shall not be refused and or delayed other than by reason of forcemajeure
(Section VI paragraph 1 of the Protocol), or because the inspecting State Party has exceeded the maximum
number of inspections allowed under the Protocol.

3. With regard to SectionVIII (Challenge Inspections within SpecifiedAreas), paragraph 4 of the Protocol
does give the inspected party the right to refuse challenge inspections within specified areas, and it does not
limit the grounds on which this must be based. The inspected State Partymust however, inform the inspection
teamwithin two hours after the designation of a specified area whether the inspection request will be granted.

4. The term force majeure is not further defined in the Treaty, although it is generally understood to mean
“problems, preventing an inspection or visit, which are beyond the reasonable control of the State Party and
which could not have been avoided by the exercise of due care”. An example of force majeure might be severe
weather conditions preventing travel to the inspection location. Additionally a state might declare force
majeure under circumstances when the security of the inspecting team could not be guaranteed. Under
paragraph 7 of SectionVI of the Protocol, the inspected State Party shall be responsible for ensuring the safety
of the inspection team and transport crew members, from the time they arrive at the point of entry until the
time they depart the territory of the inspected state. Declarations of force majeure must be explained through
diplomatic or other oYcial channels giving the reasons for delay or refusal for the inspection to take place.

5. The refusal of an inspection on the grounds that the permitted inspection quota has been exceeded can
apply to both Section VII (declared site) and Section VIII (challenge) inspections. Each state has a “passive
declared site inspection quota”, whichmeans the total number of inspections of objects of verification (OOVs)
that the state shall be obliged to receive within a Treaty year at declared sites. For the current CFE Treaty
the passive declared site quota is calculated as being 15% of the number of OOVs declared in the annual data
exchange of information. For the Adapted Treaty the passive quota will be based on 20% of OOVs. Similarly
each state has a “passive challenge inspection quota” which limits the number of challenge inspections under
Section VIII of the Protocol that each State Party shall be obliged to receive.

6. With regard to inspections under Section IX of the Adapted Treaty (Designated Area Inspections),
paragraph 2 of the Protocol says that this category of inspection cannot be refused, although grounds for
refusal under force majeure would still apply. However, there would be no grounds for refusal as a
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consequence of inspection quota limitations because no annual quota will be set for Section IX inspections.
Section IX inspections can only take place when a States territorial ceiling is exceeded as a result of a
temporary deployment or exercise.

Why did the Bill as presented to the House of Commons not carry the Human Rights certificate?

7. The Bill was not presented in the Commons with the European Human Rights Certificate due to an
administrative error. We ensured that a written Ministerial statement was made as soon as possible after the
Secretary of State signed the certificate.

What rights do private owners/operators have to refuse access to inspectors, and how will these rights change
under the Adaptation of the CFE Treaty? What rights does the JACIG team leader have to stop inspectors
forcing their access rights to privately owned/operated facilities, and where are these set out in Treaty
documentation?

8. The Secretary of State has signed a statement confirming that he is confident that the Arms Control and
Disarmament Bill is compatible with the ECHR. Rights of entry to private land were provided for Section
VIII (Challenge) inspections under the Arms Control andDisarmament (Inspections) Act 1991. But the 1991
Act did not provide rights of entry for Section VII (Declared Site) inspections since at that time the growth
and extent of private involvement in declared sites was not foreseen.

9. Section 2 of the 1991 Act provides that where a request for an inspection has been made under the
Protocol and has been granted by theUKGovernment, then the Secretary of Statemay issue an authorisation
under Section 2 of the Act in respect of that inspection. It is that authorisation which gives the inspectors and
their escort team the right to enter any premises covered by the authorisation.

10. Section 2(7) of the 1991 Act provides that the occupier of any premises which is the subject of a Section
VIII inspection can ask for a copy of the authorisation. In addition:

(a) it is a criminal oVence for them to refuse wilfully or to obstruct the conduct of an inspection;

(b) a police constable can give assistance to the escort team to facilitate the conduct of the inspection
and it is a criminal oVence to refuse to comply with a request made by a constable for that purpose;

(c) Section 2(8) makes clear that the inspection cannot be delayed or obstructed by raising arguments
about the validity of the authorisation; and

(d) According to Section 4 of the Act the powers of entry provided for in Section 2 apply to private
interests in Crown land. So if a private company operates a business on Crown land under a lease
or licence from the Crown, the rights of entry apply to that part of the land covered by the lease
or licence.

11. Assuming that the amendment Bill goes through in its current form the amendments will extend the
application of this section to other kinds of inspections (ie it will apply not just to challenge inspections but
also to Section VII (declared site) and Section IX (designated area) inspections under the Adapted Treaty).

12. With regard to the rights of the JACIG team leader to stop inspectors forcing their access rights to
privately operated facilities, during the course of any inspection, the JACIG team leader may declare a room,
building or facility to be a “sensitive point”. The term “sensitive point” is defined in Section 1 paragraph (P)
of the amended Inspection Protocol as being any equipment, structure or location which has been designated
to be a sensitive point by the inspected State Party through the escort team. Designation can wait until the
inspection team is actually carrying out the inspection. The eVect of a sensitive point is the same whatever
kind of inspection, as the provisions are contained in Section VI of the Protocol which applies to all categories
of inspections. Para 33 of Section VI provides that the escort team have the right to deny access to sensitive
points but they must declare whether any relevant Treaty Subject equipment is located there. These
procedures are set out in the Protocol on Inspection, SectionVI, Paragraphs 28 and 29 in original CFETreaty
(Paragraphs 31 and 32 in Adapted CFE Treaty).

13. It should be emphasised, however, that the intention underlying the inspections is to permit full and
unobstructed access, and so discretion should be used when designating sensitive points, where operational
security is an issue, or similarly under circumstances where force majeure might be applied to refuse an
inspection.
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How many of the 94 “declared sites” have privately owned/operated facilities or property?

14. All the 94 Declared Sites (DS) are on MoD or Federal German owned property.

All of the DS have some sort of contractors on them, predominantly providing multi-activity contracts
ranging from catering services, NAAFI shops and clubs, and ground and building maintenance. There are
also specialist activities such as vehicle and aircraft servicing, simulator support, supply, storage and logistics,
fire and crash rescue, range and targetry, and medical and dental services.

15. Where required by the type of service contracted, the MoD supplies contractors with facilities on site
to carry out their contract. This is done by a lease, hire, loan, encroachment or gratis arrangement depending
on the contract. These facilities range from single room oYce space, to buildings, aircraft hangers, storage
sheds to hard standing and open spaces. In some cases contractors erect their own structures, mainly of the
portable variety, to carry out their contracts.

16. The majority of contractor sites and facilities do not have doors that are two metres in width or wider,
and thus they are not inspectable under the Treaty.

Have any private owners/operators expressed any misgiving about the access rights aVorded by the current and
Adapted Treaties?

17. Since the entry into force of CFE Treaty there have been 192 declared site Section VII inspections and
4 Section VIII challenge/specified area inspections of UK forces. As far as can be ascertained there have been
no reports of any instances of refusal of access to civilian owned/operated sites or facilities. In addition to live
inspections, exercises are routinely conducted with representation from civil police forces. It is normal
practice for the civil police accompanying the Joint Arms Control Implementation Group (JACIG) escort
team to make first contact with civilian owner/operators and, having explained the nature of the exercise, to
attempt to be granted a “consensual search”. Only in the event of failure to gain the consent of the owner/
operator would the civil police use the search warrant authorised in pursuit of the Act.

Since the signing of the Adaptation Agreement in 1999, how many inspections have been undertaken (and how
many refused) in the Flank Zone, by each inspecting state?

18. Since the signing of the Adaptation Agreement, nine NATO nations have conducted a total of 25
inspections into the Adapted Flank Zone. Of these, nine inspections were conducted in the Leningrad
Military District (Northern Flank) and the remaining 16 took place in the North Caucasus Military District
(Southern Flank). The breakdown by inspecting state is as follows:

Germany 7
Turkey 6
US 3
France 2
Norway 2
Canada 2
Spain 1
Denmark 1
Greece 1

19. Within this period Russia refused three inspections into the Southern Flank. These were two Section
VII (declared site) inspections notified by Turkey in June 2000 and June 2001, and a Section VIII (challenge
inspection) notified by Germany in July 2000. In each case Russia permitted both Germany and Turkey to
inspect alternative sites to those originally selected.

Two of the three alternative sites were in the Southern Flank. Additionally, the German Section VIII
inspection went ahead in July 2001 to the area originally requested by Germany in the previous year.

20. The UK has not conducted any inspections into the Adapted Flank since signing the Adaptation
Agreement; the last inspection into the Adapted Flank by a UK team was a Section VIII Specified Area
inspection to the Stavropol area in May 1999. However, the UK has conducted six inspections into the areas
removed from the Original Flank area (Pskov, Volgograd, Astrakhan Oblasts and part of the Rostov
Oblast).

21. For completeness, and although Georgia is not technically part of the Revised or Adapted Flank area,
a UK inspection team attempted a CFE inspection in June 2001 into Gudauta which is located within the
separatist area of Abkhazia, just before the oYcial closure of Gudauta as a declared site. The authorities in
Georgia said they were unable to guarantee the safety of inspecting teams or to deliver them toGudauta, and
hence the inspection was aborted on safety grounds.
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In the previous Committee’s inquiry in 2000, the MoD provided information on UK holdings of tanks, armoured
combat vehicles, artillery, attack helicopters and combat aircraft, as at January 2000 (see Defence Committee’s
Twelfth Report [HC 295], page 22). The Committee would be grateful for updated figures on UK holdings
against these categories, for January 2003 if possible.

22. The updated figures as at 1 January 2003, and as notified in the UK’s CFE Information Exchange
pursuant to the Protocol on Notifications and Information Exchange, are as follows:

Main Battle Tanks 560
Armoured Combat Vehicles 2,361
Artillery 441
Combat Aircraft 502
Attack Helicopters 254

The Committee also asked for copies of key NATO and OSCE documents which encompass judgements on
compliance with the original and Adapted treaties, and any recommendations made by those bodies aimed at
securing compliance.

23. The UKGovernment is not in a position to release the NATO documents requested by the Committee
since these documents are classified and they are not the sole property of the UK Government.

24. The UK Delegation to the OSCE has furnished the Conclusions of the Second CFE Review
Conference held in 2001 (copy enclosed). This report covers, inter alia, implementation issues raised by States
Parties for further consideration in the JCG (as detailed at paragraph 4 etc of the document). In practice the
JCG delegate this task to their Treaty Operation and Implementation Working Group (TOI WG) who, we
understand, are still dealing with those matters raised at the Review Conference. It is our impression that the
TOI’s role tends to be more philosophical than judgmental.

25. It is rare for a compliance issue resulting from a CFE inspection to be raised to the JCG Plenary. Most
implementation issues are of a routine nature, or relate to relatively minor technical points noted during the
course of the inspection, and reported in the relevant inspection report. Often these stem from diVering
national interpretations of the Treaty and thus there is a recurring theme in some categories on “non-
compliance.” For implementation issues of a more serious nature, these would in the first instance be dealt
with bilaterally between the States Parties involved. Failure to resolve the issue bilaterally could result in the
matter being referred either to NATO who might form an Alliance position, or to the JCG for consideration
by the TOI WG as described above.
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